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In this work, refraction of neutrons on disordered domain boundaries in polycrystalline
Fe+3,5%Si oriented on plane (110) samples was studied in details by method of bicrystalline
spectrometer. In all cases neutron beam was directed normally to the plane. Two neutron
wavelengths of 0,145 nm and 0,248 nm were used for measurements.

High sensitivity of the method allowed observing visible broadening of neutron beam
even at the thickness of monocrystalline sample of 0,25 nm. External field of 0,25 kOe
completely dismissed widening of beam, indicating magnetic saturation of sample and
disappearance of domain boundaries. There is fact, that attracts one's attention: the increase in
magnification of refraction effect for sequence of samples of monocrystal Fe+3,5%Si-
polycrystal Fe+3,5%Si ironarmko. For all samples dependence of beam broadening on of
neutron wavelength square observed, typical for neutron refraction on disordered domain
boundaries. Dependence of beam broadening on square root of sample thickness (d) has two
features. Saturation is observed for large sample thickness, when influence of instrumental
thickness of beam becomes negligible. Extrapolated to small thickness linear parts of curves
in (dl/2) for different samples pass through the same point on abscissa, in convergence with
the beginning of co-ordinates. This dependence has the following form:

where GQ =(27i)I/2(2uB/E)(l+ln2-lnuB/E)1/2 - average angular distance between light beams

refracted on domains, JJ, - magnetic momentum, E - energy of neutron, B - magnetic field

inside domains, 8 - average size of domains, d - typical thickness of samples. For all samples

at given neutron wave-length X=0,145 nm the numerical estimation is 3,47", giving rise to an

average size of domains 140 micron for sharpen monocrystals of Fe+3,5%Si, 102 mem for

unsharpened monocrystals of Fe+3,5%Si, 35 mem for polycrystals Fe+3,5%Si, 14 mem for

iron-armko and 8 mem for deformed iron-armko. Neutron data on average size of domains

turned out in good accordance with the results for powder samples.

So, studying the width of neutron beam passing through ferromagnetics by using

bicrystalline spectrometer provides possibility for estimating an average size of domains and

thereby gives information about internal domain structure of ferromagnetics.
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